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Corporate Profile and Operation Summary
About MAFNA
MAFNA Air Technologies, Inc. established in the year 1999 as a result of over 22 years of
knowledge and experience in innovative design & engineering in the field of Heating,
Ventilation and Air-conditioning, business management, marketing and customer relationship.
The principals of MAFNA started in the HVAC industry 23 years ago. Driven by their passion
for designing innovative equipment and providing highest level of engineering services in the
HVAC Industry, it was evident that their technical and entrepreneurial spirit of honesty and
integrity would be the foundation for a reliable and dependable company in the long term.
Since its inception MAFNA has demonstrated exemplary growth and is now represented in
major local, US and Overseas market through a network of reputable representatives in the
respective region. This growth convinced MAFNA that a combination of a team of top
professionals and innovative thinking held huge national potential for this local based design,
engineering and manufacturing company.

Manufacturing:
MAFNA has developed unique interactive manufacturing program that allows the firm to tap
into manufacturing talent and technology of other industries as well. In addition to owning its
own plant on a 3 acre land in an Industrial subdivision of the City of Cambridge, ON, Canada,
MAFNA has excellent alliances and partnerships with dedicated fabricators and facilities. This
alliance provides MAFNA the unique ability to offer enhanced products and services to its
customers in Steel, Aluminum or Stainless Steel based custom built manufacturing.

Knowledge:
Delivering an innovative and affordable Air Handling Solution does not happen by chance. It
requires a comprehensive understanding of all available technologies that can be delivered by a
team of trained and experienced engineering professionals. MAFNA understands this reality and
continuously invests in training and development of their engineers with an eye on excellence.
All MAFNA Engineers have in-depth experience in all facets of design and engineering within
the HVAC field, as is evident in the development of MAFNA’s numerous products in Air
Handling Solutions.
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Customer and Client Partnerships:
Choosing MAFNA as your Air Handling and Custom Built Equipment solution provider is a
significant decision that we take very seriously. We believe in developing long lasting
relationships with our clients built on repeated success and professionalism. We accomplish this
by assuming a complete engineering and design responsibility for solutions that we provide from
concept to commissioning.

Innovation & Engineering:
The various US patents awarded to Principals of MAFNA are a testimony to the ingenuity of
MAFNA’s Engineering team. Each of MAFNA’s design and layout of custom-built equipment is
premised on significant but proven innovation and creativity, majority of which are patent
enabled. This is achieved by strong aptitude and commitment towards incorporating new
technologies including computation fluid dynamics and 3D Technologies in critical Engineering
and design applications. MAFNA’s engineering team has a strong background in the application
of aero-acoustics and aero-dynamics principles to Air Handling Solutions.
MAFNA is currently supported by mix of Five (5) full time qualified engineers including two
full time professional engineers in addition to three (3) part time / contract professional
engineers, PHD scientists for the purpose of ongoing product development and innovation
resulting in now three (3) additional patent applications in progress. In addition to engineering
staff, MAFNA has at any point of time team of average of ten (10) shop floor personnel under
various contract arrangements premised on flexible manufacturing. MAFNA leads the way with
an extensive continuous support program. We are committed to assisting our local
representatives & engineers with solid design, engineering and manufacturing backup.

MAFNA’s Business:
Creative engineering and innovative product design based on principles of aero-acoustic and
aerodynamic engineering are two principal offerings of MAFNA Air Technologies. The firm has
strength in integrating different technologies to achieve multiple psychrometric process in a
single compact and efficient custom design HVAC Equipment. The result is saving in space by
up to 25% and energy by up to 30%.
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What gives us the competitive edge…?
x
x
x
x
x
x

Location in a city that offers diversified national & international pool of talents in
engineering and manufacturing with almost six world’s top class universities within 2
hours drive.
Strong commitment to ongoing technological development.
Global approach to communication
Brand name recognition. Proven operation system
Enormous growth potential. Comprehensive training program
Marketing program. Low fixed overheads

Business Mix:
MAFNA’s business began as design and engineering arm for primary manufacturers with a role
for sales, engineering, design and application which grew to 8.0 Million USD by the year 2003.
MAFNA has since then repositioned itself and now offers the benefits of innovative design,
engineering and manufacturing integrated with intimate knowledge of Heating, Ventilation and
Air Conditioning and application of aero-acoustic principles & technologies in Air Handling
Applications directly to the customers through reputable representation in respective region.

-- End --
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ROOF TOP POOL DEHUMIDIFICATION AHU
Design and Engineering
Smart Air Solutions

PROJECT
Gold's Gym
PDU-1: 20,000cfm

CLIENT
Gold's Gym
Atlanta, GA

REPRESENTATIVE
EcoTech Consultants
Atlanta, GA

DATE SHIPPED
December 28
2007

DESICCANT DEHUMIDIFICATION UNIT FOR RAREBOOK LIBRARY
Design and Engineering
Smart Air Solutions

CLIENT
PROJECT
St. Bonaventure University St. Bonaventure University
Friedman Library,
Bogoni Rare Books Building
St. Bonaventure, NY
AHU-1: 3,500 cfm

REPRESENTATIVE
R.L. Kistler Inc.
Blasdell, NY

DATE SHIPPED
November 13
2007

150TR DX-GAS FIRED DEHUMIDIFICATION UNIT
Design and Engineering
Smart Air Solutions

PROJECT
Hershey Project Wenona, IL
Indirect Fired 15,000 CFM
Outdoor AHU

CLIENT
Hershey Inc
Hershey, PA

REPRESENTATIVE
Heat Transfer Tech. Inc.
Abington, PA

DATE SHIPPED
June 14
2006

